An experimental study of the normalized three-jet rate of b quark events with respect to light quarks events (light= ℓ ≡ u, d, s) has been performed using the Cambridge and Durham jet algorithms. The data used were collected by the Delphi experiment at LEP on the Z peak from 1994 to 2000. The results are found to agree with theoretical predictions treating mass corrections at nextto-leading order. Measurements of the b quark mass have also been performed for both the b pole mass: M b and the b running mass: m b (M Z ). Data are found to be better described when using the running mass. The measurement yields: m b (M Z ) = 2.85 ± 0.18 (stat) ± 0.13 (exp) ± 0.19 (had) ± 0.12 (theo) GeV/c 2 for the Cambridge algorithm. This result is the most precise measurement of the b mass derived from a high energy process. When compared to other b mass determinations by experiments at lower energy scales, this value agrees with the prediction of Quantum Chromodynamics for the energy evolution of the running mass. The mass measurement is equivalent to a test of the flavour independence of the strong coupling constant with an accuracy of 7 0 / 00 .
Introduction
In e + e − collisions, data collected at high energies are predominantly of hadronic nature showing a multi-jet final state topology. At LEP, these data have led to measurements of many of the Standard Model (SM) parameters and allowed limits to be set on new physics processes. In some cases the original quark flavour and its mass have not been a critical issue in performing the measurement and therefore approximations using massless quarks have been sufficient for the required precision. This is well justified for inclusivetype observables like total cross-sections for which the correction due to massive quarks depends on the quark mass, m q , and on the energy of the process, Q, as m 2 ) at LEP I centre-of-mass energies (Q = M Z c 2 ) this represents an effect of less than three per mille. On the other hand, for more exclusive observables, such as multi-jet cross-sections, the mass dependence transforms into terms proportional to m 2 q c 4 /(Q 2 · y c ) where y c , the jet resolution variable, usually takes values much lower than unity, enabling these mass effects to become sizeable [1] . Differences in the multi-jet production rate for massive b quarks with respect to the corresponding rate for massless ℓ quarks (ℓ ≡ u, d, s) can then be as large as 3% to 20% for three-or four-jet final states.
The large volume of data collected by the LEP experiments and the highly-effective techniques developed to identify the quark flavour of the jets, have increased the experimental sensitivity for observables where the quark flavour is relevant [2] . Consequently theoretical predictions including mass corrections have become necessary to reach a proper understanding of such observables in order to interpret them as standard or new physics. In some cases these mass effects have only been computed at leading order (LO) but for some event-shape variables and in particular for the three-jet rate, calculations including next-to-leading order (NLO) terms also exist [3] [4] [5] [6] . Rather precise experimental studies on the production of multi-jet events initiated by b quarks have then been allowed and performed at LEP and SLC [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Results obtained agree well with the predictions of the Standard Model, i.e., Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). The quantification of these mass effects has allowed a verification of the flavour independence of the strong coupling constant to a precision of less than 1% and an extraction of a value of the b mass at the energy scale of the Z boson mass, Q = M Z c 2 , within an uncertainty of ∼ 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c 2 . These measurements have in addition provided the first evidence of the running of the b mass, i.e. the evolution of this parameter as a function of the energy scale when compared to the values obtained from processes occuring at lower energy scales.
A reduction of the uncertainty of the b mass determination could be accomplished by a combination of the present individual LEP and SLC results. This is certainly difficult and, at the end may improve the experimental precision only slightly, because the dominant errors are of systematic nature and common to all measurements. Hence, the best way to significantly increase the accuracy for this parameter is by a deeper understanding of the physics processes and correction procedures involved in the analyses.
The b quark mass and the observable
The b quark mass is a free parameter in the SM Lagrangian and therefore needs to be measured experimentally. Precise determinations of this parameter are very interesting both as a fundamental parameter and also to constrain models beyond the SM. Unfortunately, confinement of quarks inside the observed hadrons introduces additional complications not present in mass determinations of free particles as for instance leptons.
Quark masses need then to be defined within a theoretical convention and can only be inferred indirectly through their influence on hadronic observables.
Among the different quark mass definitions, the most commonly used in high energy processes are the pole mass M b and the running mass m b (Q). The former is defined as the pole of the renormalized quark propagator and is gauge and scheme independent. The latter corresponds to the renormalized mass in the MS scheme and depends on the process energy (Q). These mass definitions are related to each other [12] and NLO calculations are needed in order to distinguish between the two. Physics is independent of the mass definition. However, when using perturbation theory at a fixed order to extract physics results a dependence appears on the mass definition as well as on the arbitrary renormalization scale µ. This is due to neglected perturbative and non-perturbative higher order terms and therefore it is possible than one scheme might be more convenient than another for a given purpose [13, 14] . Specially because the relation between the two mass definitions does not have a good convergence behaviour due to renormalon ambiguities [15] .
In the case of the running mass m b (Q), the largest part of its running occurs at low energy scales up to M Z /2. The exact mass running represents a basic constraint to theories beyond the SM, such as those implying the unification of the b quark and τ lepton masses at the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale. The b quark mass has also important implications on Higgs searches since the partial decay width of the Higgs boson into b quarks is proportional to the b quark mass squared. In this case, it can be shown that the mass definition is also relevant for the accuracy of the theoretical prediction [16] [17] [18] .
At low energy, the b quark mass is established from the measured spectra of hadronic bound states or the moments of the spectrum of the B decay products making use of non-perturbative techniques such as the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET), NonRelativistic QCD (NRQCD), QCD sum rules or lattice QCD. An attempt to average these determinations properly is presented in [13] obtaining the value m b (m b ) = 4.24 ± 0.11 GeV/c 2 . At high energy the b quark mass has been extracted from data collected at the Z peak at LEP and SLC. The first measurement of m b (M Z ) was performed by the Delphi experiment with data collected from 1992 to 1994 at √ s ≈ M Z . The observable used in this analysis was:
with Γ q 3j (y c ) and Γ q being, respectively, the three-jet and total decay widths of the Z into qq, where q = b or ℓ (ℓ ≡ u, d, s quarks). The flavour q of the hadronic event was defined as that of the quarks coupling to the Z and the Durham algorithm was used for the jet clustering. The measured observable was compared with the theoretical computations of [3] and m b in the MS scheme was found to be [7] :
where the quoted error was mainly due to the hadronization uncertainty.
In this paper a new analysis to measure the b mass, performed with data collected by Delphi from 1994 to 2000 is presented. The data taken in the years before have not been considered because the Vertex Detector layout was changed in 1994, improving its capability since then (see Section 2). The same observable as used in the previous Delphi measurement, R bℓ 3 , has been used with two jet-clustering algorithms, Cambridge [19] and Durham [20] . The Cambridge algorithm has the advantage of having a smaller theoretical uncertainty [6] . A detailed study of how mass effects and the hadronization process are implemented in the fragmentation models has led to a better control of the hadronization correction. The effect of the gluon-splitting rates into b and c quarks on the flavour tagging has also been taken into account.
The Delphi detector
A brief description of the most relevant components of the Delphi detector for this analysis is given here. A detailed description of its design and performance can be found in [21, 22] .
Delphi was a hermetic detector with a superconducting solenoid providing a uniform magnetic field of 1.23 T parallel to the beam axis throughout the central tracking device volume.
The tracking system consisted of a silicon Vertex Detector (VD), a jet chamber Inner Detector (ID) and a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) which constituted the main tracking device in Delphi. At a larger distance from the interaction point the tracking was complemented by a drift chamber Outer Detector (OD) covering the barrel region (40
• ≤ θ ≤ 140 • ) and two sets of drift chambers, FCA and FCB, located in the endcaps. The VD was made of three coaxial cylindrical layers of silicon strips. From 1994 onwards the outer and innermost layers were equiped with doubled-sided detectors with orthogonal strips, allowing the measurement of both Rφ and z coordinates. In 1996, the VD was doubled in length and in 1997 a Very Forward Detector consisting of ministrips and pixels was added. Earlier Delphi data taken in periods with a less complete VD setup are not included in this analysis whereas data collected, later, in the period of LEP2, 1996-2000, which corresponded to the calibration runs at the centre-of-mass energy of the Z peak are used.
Electron and photon identification was provided mainly by the electromagnetic calorimeter which was composed of a High Density Projection Chamber (HPC) installed inside the coil in the barrel region and a lead-glass calorimeter (FEMC) in the forward region.
In order to measure the charged and neutral hadronic energy, Delphi also included the hadron calorimeter (HCAL), an iron-gas sampling detector incorporated in the magnet yoke.
3 Hadronization correction of R bℓ 3
The hadronization correction to R bℓ 3 , i.e. the ratio of the observable at parton over hadron level, was computed in [7] using the string-fragmentation and cluster models implemented in Jetset 7.3 [23] and Herwig 5.8 [24] respectively, previously tuned to Delphi data [25] . Uncertainties coming from the tuned parameters of Jetset and from the different predictions of the two fragmentation models were taken into account, the latter being the highest contribution to the total error.
In the present analysis more recent versions of the generators in which b quark mass effects are better modelled (Pythia 6.131 [26] and Herwig 6.1 [27] ) were used. For the case of Pythia, different fragmentation functions were considered: Peterson [28] and Bowler [29] 1 . The final hadronization correction applied to our observable was the one given by Pythia 6.131 with the Peterson b fragmentation function since this model gives the best overall description of the Delphi data and the other two cases were only used to evaluate the model uncertainty.
The model uncertainty was reduced to a negligible effect by performing the measurement in a restricted region of the phase space. Other sources of uncertainties such as the effect of the b quark mass parameter used in the generator were studied in detail and were shown also to be important. These two questions are discussed in the following sections.
Hadronization model uncertainty
The hadronization model uncertainty, σ mod , was evaluated as the standard deviation of the hadronization corrections predicted by the cluster model implemented in Herwig and the string-fragmentation model of Pythia using two heavy quark fragmentation functions, Peterson and Bowler.
The hadronization corrections were found to depend on the B-hadron scaled energy, x 
The b mass parameter in the generator
In this section, the effect of the b quark mass parameter used in Pythia on the hadronization correction is discussed. The result of this study also applies to other generators which contain similar features.
In order to describe b quark mass effects, Pythia uses a set of three b quark mass parameters: the kinematical mass, M , used during the hadronization process and finally the known B hadron masses. The constituent mass is also used to derive masses for predicted but not yet observed B hadrons. In the model these three masses are not connected to each other and, as a consequence, mass effects at parton level do not automatically propagate to the hadronization process, as they physically should. This results in a dependence of the hadronization correction on the b quark mass of the generator.
If the various mass parameters are connected by, for instance, making the constituent and kinematical b quark masses equal to each other and by deriving all B hadron masses from the corresponding quark masses using the hadron mass formula [30] , this dependence of the hadronization correction factor is completely removed. This feature of the generators was also noticed in previous studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] even though the exact cause of this behaviour was not identified. Unfortunately, this argument cannot define the value to be assigned to the mass parameters of the standard generator in which the quark masses are not connected. For that purpose, the following procedure was applied:
• In order to assess the precision of the massive calculation implicit in the parton shower generator, its prediction for R bℓ 3 and that of the NLO calculation was first compared. The method was to change the input mass in the NLO calculations to minimize their overall difference. Then the difference of the input mass values was evaluated. For the parton shower the so called kinematical mass, M kine b
, was employed and for the NLO calculations the two mass definitions were considered. In the case of the running mass the corresponding value was transformed to the pole 
2 for the pole mass. These differences were later considered as the uncertainty associated to the effective mass definition of the parton shower.
• The values of the b quark mass measurements determined from low energy processes were then used as input to the mass parameter, M kine b
, of the generator entering in the hadronization process. In order to select the mass value to be used in the present analysis, various possibilites were explored. A direct determination of M b from reference [31] gave M b = 4.98 ± 0.13 GeV/c 2 . A second possibility is to use the average value for the running mass calculated in [13] as: m b (m b ) = 4.24 ± 0.11 GeV/c 2 , which could be transformed into a pole mass value of M b = 4.99 ± 0.13 GeV/c 2 . A third value is also available using Delphi data from the semileptonic B decays for which the relevant scale is that of the B hadron masses, leading to M b = 5.00 ± 0.16 GeV/c 2 [34] . All these results are compatible and have similar accuracy. The value which was used in the generator to compute the hadronization correction was that obtained as the average of all low energy measurements [13] :
For cross-check purposes, values of the b quark mass were also extracted using Delphi data alone with the modified generator for which the set of the three b quark masses are connected to each other. Two different observables were employed for this study: the y 32 distribution 3 of b over ℓ events normalized to the total number of b and ℓ events, R bℓ (y 32 ) and the minimum angle between b quark and gluon jets when every event is forced to three jets. Both quantities are correlated with the observable R 
Experimental determination of R bℓ 3
First the sample of Z hadronic decays, i.e. Z →events was selected. Then the b and ℓ quark-initiated events were separated using the Delphi flavour tagging methods and later a cut on the b quark jet energy was also performed in order to discard those events with large hadronization correction (see Section 3.1).
The jet-clustering algorithms Cambridge and Durham were applied to both tagged samples to obtain the R bℓ 3 observable at detector level. Data were then corrected for detector and tagging effects and for the hadronization process to bring the observable to parton level.
Event selection
The selection of Z hadronic events was done in three steps (as in [7] ):
• particle selection: Charged and neutral particles were selected in order to ensure a reliable determination of their momenta and energies by applying the cuts listed in Table 1 ;
2 The 3-loop relationship between m b (m b ) and M b [32] with αs(M Z ) = 0.1183 ± 0.0027 [33] was used. 3 y 32 is the yc transition value in which a 3-jet event becomes a 2-jet
• event selection: Z →events were selected by imposing the global event conditions of Table 1 ; • kinematic selection: In order to reduce particle losses and imperfect energymomentum assignment to jets in the selected hadronic events, further kinematical cuts were applied. Each event was clustered into three jets by the jet-clustering algorithm (Cambridge and Durham) using all selected charged and neutral particles. The cuts of Table 1 were then applied.
After applying these cuts to the data a sample of 1.4 × 10 6 (1.
No charged particle with p ≥ 40 GeV/c 45
• , i < j, i, j = 1, 2, 3 Table 1 : Particle and hadronic-event selection cuts; p is the particle momentum, θ the particle polar angle and θ thrust the thrust polar angle (with respect to the beam axis in both cases), L the measured track length, d the closest distance to the interaction point, q i the particle charge, E the cluster energy, N ch the number of charged particles, and E ch the total charged-particle energy in the event. The kinematic selection is based on the properties of the events when clustered into three jets by the jet algorithm. N ch j is the jet charged multiplicity, E j the jet energy, θ j the jet polar angle and φ ij the angular separation between the pair of jets ij.
Flavour tagging
The b and light (ℓ ≡ u, d, s) quark-initiated events need to be identified. Delphi has developed two different algorithms for b tagging based on those properties of B hadrons that differ from those of other particles: the impact parameter [35] and the combined technique [36] . The former makes use of the most important property for the selection of B hadrons, their long lifetime, and discriminates the flavour of the event by calculating the probability, P + E , of having all particles compatible with being generated at the event interaction point. The second technique, besides the impact parameter of charged particles, uses other discriminating variables: the transverse momentum of any identified energetic lepton with respect to the jet direction and, in case a secondary vertex is found, the total invariant mass, the fraction of energy, the transverse momentum and the rapidities of the charged tracks belonging to the secondary vertex. An optimal combination of this set of variables defined for each reconstructed jet is performed, leading to a single variable per event, X ef f ev . When the aim was to measured R bℓ 3 for Cambridge, this was also the algorithm used to compute the combined tagging variable, and the same for the case of Durham. Figure 3 shows the distributions of P + E and X ef f ev obtained for the selected real and simulated sample of Z hadronic decays. For the case of the simulated data, the contribution of each quark flavour is also indicated. Taking into account the stability of the final result (see Figure 4 left), the impact parameter method was used for ℓ tagging by imposing P + E > 0.07. The resulting purity of the sample and efficiency of the selection were P ℓ = 82% and ǫ ℓ = 51%, respectively. For b tagging both techniques were observed to be equally stable. The combined method was used requiring X ef f ev > −0.15 since higher purities could be reached for the same efficiency. The final purity of the sample and the total efficiency were P b = 86% and ǫ b = 47%, respectively, where this efficiency value also takes into account the hadronic selection.
In order to perform the cut on the b quark energies (see Section 3.1), an identification of the gluon and b quark jets was required for b-tagged events. The two tagging techniques can also provide a discriminant variable per jet and therefore both are available for jet identification. Again, based on a stability argument (see Figure 4 right), the combined technique was used to identify the pair of jets most likely to come from b quarks by requiring X ef f ev > −0.5 (where now X ef f ev is only computed with the tracks contained in the pair of jets which gives the maximum X ef f ev ). This results in a b jet purity of 81% per jet in each event and a tag efficiency of 90%.
Once the b quark jets were identified their energy was computed from the jet directions using energy-momentum conservation and assuming massless kinematics. Figure 5 shows the x b E (jet) distribution for real and simulated data. The cut x b E (jet) ≥ 0.55 was then applied for both b jets. The purity and contamination factors of the b and ℓ-tagged samples obtained after the cut are shown in Table 2 .
Method
Type Table 2 : Flavour composition of the samples tagged as ℓ or b quark events. (ℓ, c, b) → q refers to the fraction of true q ′ events in the q-tagged sample.
Data correction
Once the b and ℓ quark hadronic events were selected from the collected data, the jet-clustering algorithm was applied to get the R bℓ 3 observable at detector level, R bℓ−det 3 . In order to bring the observable to parton level the method of the previous Delphi measurement was used [7] . A correction to obtain pure b and ℓ-quark samples was applied in this procedure and the flavour composition uncertainties were accounted for by the tagging uncertainty.
The Delphi full simulation (Delsim), which uses Jetset 7.3 to generate the events that go through the detector simulation, was used to compute the detector correction. A reweighting of the events was done in order to reproduce the measured heavy quark gluon-splitting rates [37] (g cc = 0.0296 ± 0.0038 and g bb = 0.00254 ± 0.00051) in the simulation.
A recent version of Pythia 6.131, tuned to Delphi data [25] and with the kinematical b quark mass parameter set to M b = 4.99±0.13 GeV/c 2 , was used to get the hadronization correction.
The magnitude of the detector and hadronization corrections for R bℓ 3 are shown in Figure 6 . At the y c value chosen for the final result (y c = 0.0085 and y c = 0.02 for Cambridge and Durham, respectively) the detector correction is about -2.5% for Durham and 5 0 / 00 for Cambridge. The hadronization correction is 1% for Cambridge and half as big for Durham.
Experimental uncertainties
Apart from the statistical uncertainties, different sources of systematic uncertainties were considered. They can be divided into two groups: those due to the hadronization correction and those due to the detector correction.
• hadronization:
The following sources of uncertainties in the hadronization correction have been taken into account: det , brings the observable to hadron level, and the hadronization correction, C had , brings it from this stage to parton level.
-uncertainty in the tuned parameters of Pythia that are relevant in the fragmentation process. This contribution was evaluated by varying these parameters (Λ QCD , Q 0 , σ q , ǫ b , a) within ±1 standard deviation around their tuned central values, taking into account correlations [25] ; -uncertainty due to the choice of the hadronization model. It was calculated as the standard deviation of the three hadronization models used (see Section 3.1); -uncertainty from varying the value of the b quark mass parameter in the generator within the error of 0.13 GeV/c 2 about its chosen central value of M b = 4.99 GeV/c 2 (see Section 3.2).
• detector:
The uncertainties in the detector correction, including selection efficiencies, acceptance effects and the tagging procedure, are due to imperfections in the physics and detector modelling provided in the simulation. The following sources were considered:
-gluon-splitting: The measured cc and bb gluon-splitting rates were varied within their uncertainty and the effect on the measured observable was taken as the gluon-splitting error; -tagging: The related uncertainty was evaluated by varying the tagging and mis-tagging efficiencies within their uncertainties: ∆ǫ 2 ) are also shown in the plot. In the case of Cambridge the LO prediction is already reproducing the measured data, indicating a better convergence in the theoretical calculations than for Durham. The results for the individual years of data taking are compatible (see Figure 9 ).
Comparison with NLO massive calculations
The measurement of the R bℓ 3 observable at parton level obtained in the previous section, when compared with the NLO massive calculations of [3, 6] , can be used either to extract the b quark mass assuming α s universality or to test α s flavour independence taking the b quark mass measured at threshold as an input. 
Determination of the b quark mass
In order to extract the b quark mass from the experimentally measured R bℓ 3 , a value of y c must be chosen for both Cambridge and Durham jet algorithms. The value used was that which gave the smallest overall uncertainty on the measurement while staying in the region where the hadronization correction remains flat. In this way it was also guaranteed to keep far enough from the four-jet region. The selected values found to best fulfill these requirements were y c = 0.0085 and y c = 0.02 for Cambridge and Durham, respectively, where the four-jet rates are 4-5% and 2-3% in each case.
The b quark pole mass, M b , could be extracted from the measured R bℓ 3 using the NLO expression of R bℓ 3 in terms of M b [3, 6] . Theoretical sources of uncertainty were the µ scale dependence, the identification of the b quark mass parameter in the generator (see Section 3.2) and α s .
The measured b quark pole mass was found to be, The running mass was also obtained using the NLO computations of R bℓ 3 from references [3, 6] , in this case, in terms of the running mass at the M Z energy scale: m b (M Z ). The theoretical uncertainty was estimated by considering the following sources:
• dependence on the renormalization scale: The µ scale in the theoretical expressions was varied from M Z /2 to 2M Z and half of the difference between the result obtained on m b (M Z ) was taken as the µ scale error; • mass ambiguity: Starting from the NLO calculation of R 
in the case Durham was the algorithm employed. The theoretical uncertainty expressed in this way is highly asymmetric due to the mass ambiguity. Hence the interval covered by the extreme values of the theoretical uncertainty originating from this mass ambiguity was considered as the whole range of theoretical uncertainty and the measurement of m b (M Z ) was set to the mean value of this region. The effect on the mass value is a shift in the order of ∼ -100 (-200) MeV/c 2 for Cambridge (Durham). The same criteria were also adopted in previous work [7, 9] and in the present case leads to: The contribution of the individual uncertainties is given in Table 5 . The result obtained with Cambridge is more precise than the one obtained with Durham mainly because of the smaller theoretical uncertainty, leading to a total error of ±0.32 GeV/c 2 instead of ±0.44 GeV/c 2 .
Test of α s flavour independence
The measurement of R bℓ 3 can alternatively be used to test α s flavour independence exploiting the relation introduced in [7] : 
for Durham. These results verify α s universality at a precision level of 7-9 0 / 00 .
Conclusions and discussion
A new determination of the b quark mass at the M Z scale has been performed with the Delphi detector at LEP. The same observable as for the previous Delphi measurement [7] was studied, now also using the Cambridge jet clustering algorithm in addition to Durham. The results obtained with Cambridge for m b (M Z ) were found to be more precise, giving:
This constitutes a substantial improvement with respect to the previous Delphi measurement in which m b (M Z ) was determined to be 2.67 ± 0.50 GeV/c 2 . This is mainly due to the improved evaluation of systematic errors as has been described in this paper.
When using the theoretical prediction of R bℓ 3 for the Cambridge algorithm the data are reasonably well described by the theoretical calculation, already at leading order, using the value m b (M Z ) = 2.91 GeV/c 2 inferred from the low energy measurements (see Figure 8 ). The higher-order terms contributing to the calculation of the observable appear to already be accounted for in the running of the mass and therefore a faster convergence seems to be achieved in comparison with the b pole mass. However for Durham the situation and the behaviour are different as in fact both theoretical predictions at LO are equally distant from the data using both mass definitions and NLO calculations are certainly needed to describe the data. The value for the b pole mass determined in this case was:
The present measurement has been performed in a restricted region of the phase space to have a better control of the fragmentation process. New versions of the generators, Pythia 6.131 and Herwig 6.1, where mass effects are much better reproduced, have been used to correct the data.
The study of the way mass effects are implemented in the generators, described in Section 3.2, has led to a more reliable hadronization correction. The pole mass definition was shown to be the one to be used in the generator and the uncertainty of this identification on the present analysis has been quantified. It constitutes the dominant source of the present error. The effect of the bb and cc gluon-splitting rate uncertainties of the Monte Carlo on the detector correction has also been taken into account. The observable R bℓ 3 is also presented at hadron level for different y c values in view of future versions of the generators with a better understanding of the hadronization process which could then allow for an improved measurement.
The result obtained by this analysis with Cambridge for m b (M Z ) is shown in Figure  10 , together with other LEP and SLC determinations at the M Z scale. It is compatible with the other measurements and is the most precise. The data collected by Delphi have also been used to determine the b quark mass at a lower energy scale near threshold using semileptonic B decays [34] . The value obtained in that analysis is also shown. The difference between the two measurements is significantly larger than the overall uncertainty: 
Hence, for the first time, the same experimental data allow values for the b quark mass to be extracted at two different energy scales. The results obtained agree with the QCD expectation when using the Renormalization Group Equation predictions at the two relevant energy scales of the processes involved. These observations together with the average value of the b quark mass determinations at threshold [13] , m b (m b ), are shown at their corresponding scales in Figure 10 . Alternatively, universality of the strong coupling constant has also been verified with a precision of 7 0 / 00 . For data combination purposes, the above results supersede the previous DELPHI measurements on this subject [7] . [13] up to the M Z scale using the QCD Renormalization Group Equations with α s (M Z ) = 0.1183 ± 0.0027. All these measurements are performed at the M Z energy scale but for display reasons they are plotted at different scales. The result obtained using Delphi data at low energy from semileptonic B decays [34] is also shown. 
